Lake Geneva Graduate Conference 2019

KINDS
IN PHILOSOPHY AND ITS HISTORY
Carouge (Geneva), 31st October 2019

PROGRAM

Morning (Keynote Addresses)

8.45-9.00  Arrival at Auditoire RDC Battelle, Route de Drize 7, 1227 Carouge (Geneva)

9.00-10.30  Paolo Crivelli (University of Geneva)
“Negative Kinds in Plato’s Statesman”
  + Discussion

10.30-10.45  Pause (15 min)

10.45-12.15  Nick Zangwill (University of Hull)
“Carnap, Ontology, and Categories: Burial and Praise”
  + Comments by François Pellet (Münster/Geneva)
  + Discussion

12.30-14.00  Lunch

Afternoon (Graduate Talks)

14.00-14:50  Benjamin Wilck (Humboldt University Berlin)
“Euclid’s Kinds and (Their) Attributes: Metaphysical Background Assumptions in Ancient Greek Mathematics”
  + Comments by Maria Fiorella Privitera (Geneva)
  + Discussion

14:50-15:40  Giulio Sciacca (FINO Northwestern Italian Philosophy Consortium)
“That’s why the debate on the metaphysics of species should not be deflated”
  + Discussion
15:40-16.00  
*Pause* (20 min)

16:00-16:50  
Roberto Granieri (University of Toronto/ÉNS Paris)  
“Kinds as Principles”  
+ Discussion

16:50-17:40  
Athamos Stradis (King’s College London)  
“No Minds, No Special Science Kinds”  
+ Discussion

17:40-18:00  
*Pause* (20 min)

18:00-18:50  
Heejin Kwon (University College London)  
“Natural Kind Substances, Natural Properties, and Modal Knowledge”  
+ Discussion

19:00  
*Attribution of the LG2C 2019 dialectica prize*  
+  
*Apéro*